
The Ultimate Sandbag Kick-Start Trainer (KST) was designed to help introduce you to 
the dynamic, fun, and incredibly effective world of Dynamic Variable Resistance 
Training (DVRT). Since we realize there are SO many options in DVRT we wanted to 
help you know right where to start and how to quickly maximize our system.  

The following six workouts will give you a great introduction to what is possible to 
DVRT and why it is becoming the leader in real world fitness and performance training. 
The workouts are designed to be performed three days a week. Each exercise can be 
progressed over time opening up a world of possibilities and results. However, take 
time to learn each of the following drills and appreciate the nuances of each. They will 
help you establish a strong foundation for future training.  

The Ultimate Sandbag was designed to provide maximal options and versatility. You 
will find that the KST most closely resembles our Power Ultimate Sandbag. This is one 
of our most versatile sized Ultimate Sandbags and a great way to be introduced into the 
many ways to use DVRT.  

Each KST comes with a outside training shell and interior filler bags. The filler bags are 
designed to allow for the unique instability that DVRT allows while also allowing a 
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good training experience. In order to accomplish this goal, knowing how to set-up your 
KST is very important.  

Step 1: You will want to obtain play sand from a hardware store. Typically they come in 
50 pound bags for $2-4. You will want to pick-up one bag and a bucket to dump the 
sand (this makes loading your KST much easier).  

Step 2: We recommend the following loads for beginning men and women.  

Women: 20 pounds 

Men: 30 pounds 

You will want to use BOTH filler bags filling them the same weight (this can change 
over time but a great starting point). Make sure to press all of the air out of the filler 
and then seal the top like you are closing a letter. Check to make sure you don’t have 
any openings in your seal to allow sand to come out.  

Step 3: Place one filler bag in the shell with the velcro face down. Take the second filler 
and lay face down going the other direction in the shell. Zip up the shell and close the 
velcro flap (this prevents the zipper from opening during training).  

Step 4: Train! We wanted to ensure that you had a great experience with the KST and 
that is why we have provided you with six great DVRT workouts. This will provide you 
a great starting point and experiencing the benefits of DVRT right away. You will see 
hundreds of possible exercises with the KST Ultimate Sandbag, we only recommend 
you don’t do the following movements.  
-Don’t slam the KST 
-Don’t drag the KST on abrasive surfaces such as concrete.  

We hope you this will be the start to your DVRT journey and we have plenty of resources for 
you to keep progressing. Make sure to subscribe to our blog that is updated almost daily with 
video tips and workouts (HERE). You can check out many of our great DVRT workout 
programs that provide you almost endless training options (HERE). As a thank you we also 
would like to give you a 15% coupon code “save15” on any DVRT gear or workouts HERE 
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Workout 1: Click on Exercises to See Exercise Demonstration 

Workout 2: Click on Exercises to See Exercise Demonstration 

Workout 3: Click on Exercises to See Exercise Demonstration 

Exercise Sets Repetitions Rest Interval

Pulse MAX Lunge 3-4 6-8 per side 30 seconds

Arc Press 3-4 4-6 per side 30 seconds

Front Loaded 
Good Mornings

3-4 10-12 30 seconds

Shin Crunch 3-4 12-15 30 seconds

Exercise Sets Repetitions Rest Interval

Front Loaded Up 
Downs

3-4 6-8 per side 30 seconds

Bent Row 3-4 10-12 30 seconds

High Pulls 3-4 8-10 30 seconds

Iso Pulls 3-4 3-5 per side 30 seconds

Exercise Sets Repetitions Rest Interval

Squat and Press 3-4 8-10 30 seconds

Lateral Step 
Deadlift

3-4 6-8 per side 30 seconds

Front Loaded 
Rotations

3-4 8-10 per side 30 seconds

Hollow Body 3-4 4-6 for 10 seconds 30 seconds
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https://youtu.be/L2zrIyG-Rtc
https://youtu.be/rNPAtsiZ8EY
https://youtu.be/iNrhbq4xYgw
https://youtu.be/kBubLNGeWpA
https://youtu.be/ViMKwpJ8HBQ
https://youtu.be/Sjqiu0NRPRQ
https://youtu.be/3E81Dextq9s
https://youtu.be/XVqhEdwdtKk
https://youtu.be/g_dJiJlGUH8
https://youtu.be/xN1gIhxfSqs
https://youtu.be/mtYNFzVm25E
https://youtu.be/FH8wH4994NQ


Workout 4: Click on Exercises to See Exercise Demonstration 

Workout 5: Click on Exercises to See Exercise Demonstration 

Workout 6: Click on Exercises to See Exercise Demonstration 

Exercise Sets Repetitions Rest Interval

Lunge to Half 
Kneeling Arc 

Press

3-4 5-7 per side 30 seconds

Row to Clean 3-4 6-8 30 seconds

Bear Hug Squats 3-4 10-12 30 seconds

Supine Arc Press 3-4 8-10 per side 30 seconds

Exercise Sets Repetitions Rest Interval

Shoulder Sprinter 
Squats

3-4 5-7 per side 30 seconds

Rotational Rows 3-4 6-8 per side 30 seconds

Rear Step 
Deadlifts

3-4 8-10 per side 30 seconds

Front Loaded 
Carries

3-4 1 minute 30 seconds

Exercise Sets Repetitions Rest Interval

Clean and Press 3-4 8-10 30 seconds

Front Loaded 1 
1/4 Squats

3-4 6-8 30 seconds

Lateral Step Rows 3-4 6-8 per side 30 seconds

Crawl with Drag 3-4 12-15 30 seconds
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https://youtu.be/P3p-UZNdZC4
https://youtu.be/5-5XiQraolc
https://youtu.be/d25ykQNkk2Y
https://youtu.be/gcfWxV5gtuI
https://youtu.be/vFmemCSn_zI
https://youtu.be/GRuvAecXAyc
https://youtu.be/b-ZXPigfcsI
https://youtu.be/Nxcf5vxVbU0
https://youtu.be/ihLaOPHiQoo
https://youtu.be/q6fHOpyu6pM
https://youtu.be/kxyaoqVo4mU
https://youtu.be/eH8ul534nG8

